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Quasiprobability distributions for the cavity-damped Jaynes-Cummings model
with an additional Kerr medium

M. 3. Werner and H. Risken*

Department of Physics, Uniuersity of Queensland, Queensland $072, Australia
(Received 21 March 1991)

A cavity-damped Jaynes-Cummings model with a Kerr-like medium filling the cavity is inves-
tigated in the rotating-wave approximation. We introduce six operators with respect to the light
field whose equations of motion are transformed to six coupled partial diR'erential equations using
the s-parametrized quasiprobability distributions of Cahill and Glauber [Phys. Rev. 177, 1882
(1969)]. Equations of motion for expansion coefficients of the distribution functions are solved by a
Runge-Kutta procedure for vector tridiagonal relations. Starting with an initial coherent state for
the cavity field and the atom in its upper state, we find that revivals of the atomic inversion are
more pronounced for a given damping constant compared. to the case of no Kerr medium. Also,
quadrature squeezing is less affected by weak cavity damping and thermal noise compared to the
standard haynes-Cummings model. The effect of damping on interesting non-Gaussian structures is
also discussed.

PACS number(s): 42.50.Md, 42.50.Dv, 05.30.—d

I. INTRODUCTION

Real systems are often modeled by simple systems that
have analytic solutions. One example is the Jaynes-
Currunings (JC) model [1], which has received much at-
tention in the past, and new, interesting results are still
appearing in the literature [2]. Predictions from this
model have been verified by experiment [3, 4]. Many
predictions have also been made concerning systems con-
taining a Kerr medium that has an effective Hamiltonian
of an anharmonic oscillator [5]. The statistical proper-
ties of an anharmonic oscillator, and in particular the Q
function, was investigated by Milburn some time ago [6].
It was shown that an initial coherent state spreads as it
rotates in the complex n plane and that for certain ra-
tional normalized times symmetric peaked distributions
appear. These are the so-called Schrodinger catlike states
described by Yurke and Stoler [7].

The simple quantum-optical model of a single-mode
field interacting with a single atom described by 3aynes
and Cummings has several interesting features. One of
these is the collapse and revival of the atomic inver-
sion [8—12] due to the atom interacting with the quan-
tized electromagnetic field. Other interesting features
such as squeezing also appear [13]. Eiselt and one of us

[14] have investigated the cavity-damped JC model and
have shown that the Q function splits into two counter-
rotating distributions that undergo collisions coinciding
with the revivals of the Rabi oscillations. With damping
the distribution functions spiral into the origin. No an-

alytic solution is known for the latter system and this is

normally the case for damped quantum systems. How-

ever, a solution has been obtained for the Q function of
the damped anharmonic oscillator using an initial Gaus-
sian distribution [15] or a more general initial condition
[16]. Here we consider a combination of these models
with an initial Gaussian distribution for the field and the

atom in the upper state [17, 18].
The quasiprobability distributions of the cavity mode

are calculated. We show that the method described by
Eiselt and Risken can also be used here where an interac-
tion with a nonlinear Kerr medium is included. This may
be used to solve other problems in nonlinear quantum op-
tics where a Kerr medium arises. An important example
is the common silica fiber used in communications [19].

II. DAMPED JC PLUS KERR MODEL
A.ND ITS EC}UATION OF MOTION

As already mentioned the Jaynes-Cummings model
consists of a single two-level atom, coupled to a single-

cavity mode. The Harniltonian of this system reads in
the rotating-wave approximation [1] (see also Ref. [20]),

H/h = ~,ata+ id, o, /2+ g(ao++ ata ), (2.1)

In the presence of cavity damping with a decay rate z
the equation of motion for the density operator p = p(t)
of the system takes the form

p = —i[H/h, p] + ~L;,(p), (2.3)

where I;„which describes the irreversible motion caused

by cavity damping, is given by

where 0, , o+, o are the Pauli spin matrices; at, a are
the creation and annihilation operators of the light mode;

and ~, are the frequencies of the atom and of the cav-

ity mode, respectively; and g is the coupling constant.
The coupling to the Kerr medium is modeled by an an-
harmonic oscillator of strength g so that the total Hamil-
tonian is

H/5 = cu, ata+ y(at) a + u~o, /2+ g(ao+ + ato ) .

(2.2)
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L;,(p) = 2apaT —paTa —aTap+ 2nth[[a, p], aT]

= (noh + l)(2apa —pa a —a ap)

+ n, h(2aT pa —paaT —aaT p) (2.4) 8/h = Ao, /2+ y(aT)2a2+ 9(acr++ aTo ), (2.6)

we obtain the same equation of motion (2.3) with (2.4)
unchanged, but with the transformed Hamilton operator

In (2.4) noh ——1/(exp[h~, /(kT)] —1) is the number of
thermal quanta. In the interaction picture

exp[i~, (ata+ o' /2)t] p exp[—ice, (aTa+ o', /2)t] ~ p

(2 5)

where 4 = ~~ —u, is the detuning.
Introducing matrix elements with respect to the two

stomie sts«s IT) Il) («n«ing (T Ipl T) by pTT, etc.) the
equations of motion read

PTT
—i~Ka')'a' PTT]+ ig(PTla aplT) + ~L' (PTT) pll = 4[(a-')'.a' pill+ ig(plTa a PTl)+ KL (Pll)

(2.7)

PTl = —iX[(a')'a', PTll —i&PTl +ig(PTTa —aPll) +«.(PTl),

PlT = —iX[(a')'a', PlT]+ i&plT + ig(plla' —a'PTT) + «.(PlT)

These equations of motion for atomic matrix elements are coupled due to the electric dipole interaction and are stilj
operators with respect to the light mode.

We introduce the following six combinations of the matrix elements:

P& —PTT+Pll P2 —PTT Pll Ps ( PlT PTl )/

p4 —i(plTa a pTl)/2 p5 —(aplT+ pTla )/2 p6 —(plTa+a pTl)/2

(2.8)

From the equations of motion of the four matrix elements we obtain the following closed system of equations of motion
for the combination~ p~, . . . , p6.'

p~ = —ig[(a ) a, p, ] —2gps+ 2gp4+ vL;, (p, ), p2 = —iy[(a ) a, p2] —2gps —2gp4+ tcL;, (p2),

ps ———iy[(a ) a, ps] —iy[a a, ps]+y(a aps+ psa a) —Aps+(9/4)(pgaa +aa pg
—2apga + p2aa

+aa pz+ 2ap2a )+ ~[L;,(ps) —(2n, h+ 1)ps+ 2n, hp4],

p4 ———iy[(a ) a, p4]+ iy[a a, p4] —2yps+ y(a ap6+ p6a a) —AP6+ (g/4)(2a p~a —a apq —pqa a

(2.9)

+2a p2a+ a ap2+ pza a)+ ~[L;„(P4)+(2nth+1)p4 —2(nth+1)ps],

ps
———iy[(a ) a, p6] —iy[a a, p6] —y(a aps+ psa a) + Aps+ i(g/4)(pqaa —aa pq + p2aa —aa p2)

+~[L;„(ps)—(2n~h + 1)P6+ 2nt;hp6],

p6 —.——iy[(a ) a, p6]+ iy[a a, p6] —y(a ap4+ p4a a)+ 2yp4+ AP4+ i(g/4)(pqa a —a apq —p2a a+ a ap2)

+~[L.(P6) + (2n~h+ 1)P6 2(nth+ 1)P6].
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Notice that the operators pi, . . . , Ps appear only in bilin-

ear products with the field annihilation and creation op-
erators apart from the photon number conserving terms
[(at)~a~, p;]. This results in equations of motion for ex-
pansion coeKcients of the quasiprobability distributions
being tridiagonally coupled in only one index (see Sec. III
for details).

The properties of the light field (F) are obtained by
performing a trace with respect to the atom (A), i.e. ,

~A(P) = PTT + Pll = Pl . (2.10)

Since this only involves one of the combinations pl, only
one distribution function need be considered for calculat-
ing expectation values of field operators. The same can
be said for the atomic inversion D where we have

~AF(a. p) = TrF(P11 —pll) = TrF(P2) (2.11)

Initial values

In this paper we assume that initially the atom is in its
upper state and that the cavity mode is in the coherent
state ~no). (For the sake of simplicity we further assume
that no is real. ) The initial condition for the density
operator of the system reads

transforms of the characteristic functions (our definitions
deviate from those of Ref. [21] by a factor of I/s')

y;(g, s; t) = TrF [exp@'at —('a+ s[([~/2) p, (t)], (3.1)

i.e. ,

W~( s,sst) = —
s J y;( ss, st) sxp(ssss' —ss'Ods(' . (8.p)

With these distribution functions, s-ordered products
(((at)"a~ j,); can be obtained by proper integration with
weight W;(n, s;t) in the complex n plane. For the spe-
cial choices of the parameter s = 1, 0, —1, the s-ordered
products are the normal, symmetric, and antinormal or-
dered products and the quasiprobability distributions are
the P, Wigner, and Q functions. For a definition of s-
ordered products for arbitrary s, see Ref. [21].

The system of equations of motion (2.9) transforms
into a system of partial differential equations for the
distributions O';. Applying the relations in Table I of
Ref. [22] this system is obtained by a simple though
lengthy calculation. For further considerations it is ad-
vantageous to use intensity I and phase P variables de-

fined by

p(0) = IT)(TI lno)&no f
. (2.12) n = ~I exp(ig).

The initial conditions for the six combinations p~, . . . , p6
then take the form The following identities are used:

pi(o) = p~(0) = lno)(nol,

s(0) = P4(0) = P5(0) = P6(0) = 0.
(2.13)

2

1I (ttt) '

III. EQUATION OF MOTION FOR THE
QUASIPROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

O O ~ O

On On" OI
(3.4)

In order to solve (2.9) we introduce the quasiproba-
bility distributions of Cahill and Glauber [21]. These
distributions are c-number representations of the den-
sity operator, which contain the usual quasiprobability
functions (P, Wigner, Q function) as special cases. In
flic pl'cscll't case wc llsc fol' cacll of tile six p'('t) tllc dis-
tributions W;(n, s;t). They may be defined as Fourier

O O O 1 OI +-
OnOn' OI OI 4I Op~

'

In this way we obtain from (2.9) the following system for
the quasiprobabilities W;(I, P, s; t):

PPt = tt P[I —(1 —s)] —s(2 I+I)O O O ——(1 —s )I-")g Wl
1 2

2 Op

—2gW3+ 2gW4+ z 2 I+ 2nt;h + 1 —s A2 Wy)I

Ws = y 1[I—(1 —s)] —s(1 I+ 1)
O O O ——(1 —s )Eg Wg

1 2

2 Op

—2gW3 —2gW4+ z 2 I+ 2nt;h+ 1 —s A2 R'2)I
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IIss =, (2 I —(-' s) s(2 I+ 1)

+(2I —2s I + s2p y (s —I)) Ws
8 (s2 —1)

OI 2

1 g 8——(1 —s )A2 Ws
2 0$

g 0 s —1 g 0 s(s —1)—AW, + — 1 — I+ E, W, + — 2I+s+(1 —2s) I+
2 BI 2 2 DI 2

I1,) W,

+z 2 I —2nth+ 1 + 2nth+ 1 —s ~ &3+ 2At-, hW4

( 3 ) 0 D D 1, D
W4 —

y~ 2 I — ——s
~

—s 2 I+1 ——(1 —s )E2 W4
2 j 0$ OI et/ 2 0$

2I —2s I+ 2+ s —3 S'6l(9 (s~ —1)
OI 2

g (9 s+1 g D s(s + 1)—AWs + — 1 — I + E2 Wi + — 2I + s —(1+ 2s) I +
2 OI 2 2 OI 2

I1p) Ws

(3.5)

+& 2 II+ 2&t;h + 1 + 2&th+ 1 s +2 ~4 2 &th+ 1 ~3

Ws = X 2 I —
l

——s — — —s(2 1+1) ——(1 —s')s2s IIss
( (1 0 0 8 1, 8

8 (s2 —1)2I —2s I + — -L2 + s —1
OI 2

g BWr BW2 8
+s2Ws+ — + — + s 2 I —(2sssp+ I) + (2lspp + 1 s)Ap) Ws+ 2ssspWs

Ws = XI 2 I' —
~

——s
~

—s(2 I+ 1) ——(1 —s )s2s IIs

—2I —2s- -I+,+ s —3
0 (s2 —1)

OI 2

BW~ I 8
0$ ( BI+ K 2 I+ (2n, h+ 1)+ (2n&h+ 1 —s)&2 Ws —2(n(, h+ 1)Wq

)

Here K2 is an abbreviation for

0 0 1 8
OI OI 4I 0/2 ' (3.6)

uating the integral in (3.2). At t = 0 the Wi, W2 are
shifted Gaussians in the n variable. With c2p —~Ip real,
the R'; read in intensity and phase variables for t = 0,

which is one-fourth of the two-dimensional Laplace oper-
ator. Because of (2.10), the Cahill-Glauber distribution
for the light field is given by Wi(I, P, s;t) In the inten-.
sity and phase variables the integration with respect to
o. has to be replaced according to

Wi(I, P, s; 0)

= W2(I, Q, s;0)
2

—exp (I 2/IIp pps p1 + Ip))2r(l —s) (1 —s)

~ ~ i Q OI
12 1

2
dI dg . (3 7) W; (I, P, s; 0) = 0 for i = 3, . . . , 6. (3.9)

Therefore the inversion (2.11) now takes the form

D(t) = —,
' W2(I, (t, s;t) dI dp . (3.8)

IV. EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR THE
EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS

The initial conditions for the distributions W, (cx, s; t)
are easily obtained by inserting (2.13) into (3.1) and eval-

In order to handle the coupled partial differential equa-
tions (3.5) we expand the distributions W; into two corn-
plete sets. Because the W; (I, P, s; t) are periodic in P and
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only defined for I ) 0 we use a Fourier series with respect
to P and Laguerre functions with respect to I, i.e. ,

W, (I, P, ;t) = ) ) &'l
(&) '"~(I/j)!"!~'

x I.&~"!~(I/i). p(-I/ j).
(4 1)

I

Here I,~~" are the generalized Laguerre polynominals
and J is an arbitrary scaling intensity, which is chosen
such that good numerical convergence is achieved. In-
serting the expansion (4.1) into (3.5) and using the re-
currence relations and orthogonality relations for the gen-
eralized Laguerre polynominals [23], we obtain the fol-

lowing equation of motion for the expansion coeFicients
(m ) 0, coefficients with a negative index m formally oc-
curring for rn = 0 can be omitted because of the prefactor
m):

c„=iyn(fic„+ mf2c„ i —fsc„+i) —2gc„& + 2gc„+ rc[amc„ i —(2m+ ~n~)c& & ],

c~„~ = iyn(fic& & + mf2c~ 1
i —fsc~ ~

+i) —2gcP& —2gc~ ~ + z[amc~ l
i —(2m+ )n()c~ ~1],

—Ac& & + g((1+ m + (n~/2)c&'& —m[1-

+ [fi + 2 —(m + (n(/2)]c~ ~ —b+mc~ ~

+ &[amc„ i —(2m + [n( + 2nqg + 1)c& &

+&[(f +1) ",4+ fz.", —f .",', ]

(1 —s)/(»)]c.",
—f,c~'~ „)/2
+ 2n„c~'& ],

(4 2)

'-'"- = '&" (fi —')'-"- + f"-'"--i —f"."+i. + X [(fi —1)c.'" + mf"." , —fsc'."„
+ g ((I+ m+ ~n)/2)c&'1 —m[1+ (I+ s)/(2 j)]c~'1

+ (fi + 2+ m+ ~n~/2)c~ l~ —b mc~ 1,—fsc~ 1
+, }/2

+ ~ amc„", —(2m+ )n~ —2n, g
—1)c&'& —2(n,„+1)c&'&

= iyn (fi+ 1)c„+mf2c„ i —fsc„+i —y (fi+ 1)c„+mac„ i —fsc„(5) (3) (3)

+ Ac + ign(c„+ c„~ )/4+ z amc„ i
—(2m+ Inl+ 2ntb+ 1)c~„~ +2n~i, c~ ~

c„~= iXn (fi —l)c„~ + mfzc„~ i
—fsc„~+i —g (fi —1)c„+mac„ i —fsc„

' (6) —' (6) (6) (6) (4) (4) (4)

+ &c~ ~~ + ign(c~ 1 —c~ ~ )/4+ z amc~„1 i
—(2m+ ~n~

—2nqi, —l)c~„1 —2(nqi, + 1)c&s~

The constants a, b+, and f, are defined by

a = 2 —(2nqi, + 1 —s)/I,
b+ = 2I + 2s p 1+ s(s ~ 1)/(2I ),

fi —2I(2m+ ~n~+ 1)+ s —2

+2s(m+ ~n~/2),

(1 —s2)
f2 = —2(s+ I),

2I
f, = 2j(m+ )n(+1).

with initial values given by [14]

(4 3)

&'& (0) =0„'l (0)

~! Z, l I/2 2J+s —1

7rI (m+ [n()! I 2I

c~'~ (0) = 0 for i = 3, . . . , 6.

(4.4)

In the system (4.2) of ordinary difFerential equations a
tridiagonal coupling occurs in only the second index rn;
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the erst index n appears only as a parameter. Because
of this simple coupling, it is quite easy to solve (4.2).

A. Expectation values

D(&) = ( .) = Tr [~.( )]
OO 2X

Wg (I, Q, s; t) dI dP
0 0

= ~i.(')(t). (4 8)

Expectation values are usually expressed by some of
the first few coefBcients. For instance, the averaged
intensity, the averaged complex amplitude, averaged
squared complex amplitude, and the inversion are given

by

I(t)=(I) = T [" (t)]
OO 27l

I Wi (I, P, s; t) dI dP —(1 —s)/2

(To derive (4.5) we have used the relation at a = (at a), —
(1 —s)/2 for the s-ordered product, we have expressed

I by I [Io (I/I ) —I i (I/I )] and applied the orthogo-
nality relations for the Laguerre polynomials. ) Thus, in

order to obtain these expectation values we need only
solve (4.2) for n = 0, 1, or 2 separately.

B. Numerical method

= I'
[ "(t)— '"(t)] —(1 — )/2

a'(t) = Tr~[a'pi(t)]

=1
2

I e' ~Wi(I, P, s; t) dI dP

i2 ( ) (t)

a(t) = Try [api(t)]
OO 271

~I e'~ Wi (I, P, s; t) dI dQ

i/ () (t)
)

(4 5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

The system (4.2) with given initial conditions such as

(4.4) can be integrated by any numerical method for solv-

ing systems of ordinary difkrential equations. For these
numerical methods the infinite system has to be trun-

cated. The truncation indices M and +N at which t;he

infinite sums in (4.1) are truncated must be chosen such

that a further increase of M and N does not change the
results within a given accuracy. The truncation indices
increase for increasing initial photon intensities. The ad-
dition of a Kerr medium results in the necessity to use
smaller time steps for given truncation indices. This ex-

tra computational expense is negligible for quantities like

average intensity and atomic inversion where only one
value of n is required. But it becomes significant when

computing quasiprobability functions for values of y/g of

O

CL
V)

LLI O)
z O
o

O

o

I I I
I

I I
I

I I I I I I
I

I I

(o)

R, /IAtIttitttIIIR, .n-n-wnR, RRRRRRRnnn,
V g Q'Q)I)t|QIJVv

— —
I

~'v V V VV'VVIVV V

10 20

gt

50

z
O

CO

O
LLI)z ~

0
0

Oo
CL

I
I

I I
I

I I I

(b)

10 20

gt

30 40 50

FIG. 1. The atomic inversion L)(t) as a function of gt with no detuning and Iu = 10, nqiI = 0, gc/g = 0.002 for (a) X = 0,
(b) X/g=05
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0(1). For Io ——10 we obtain results with an accuracy suf-

ficient for the plots with M = 100 and N = 20. Because
the expansion coefficients are not coupled in the first in-
dex n, we can integrate the system for each n separately.
As already mentioned the p; in (2.6) are Hermitian oper-
ators. Therefore the R'; are always real, leading for the
expansion coefficients in (4.1) to the relation

".
, (t) = [.", (t)]' (4 9)

V. RESULTS

We first discuss the Q function for vanishing damping
and detuning. As shown in the Appendix without damp-
ing the Q function is easily evaluated. Coupling the field

Thus we generally need to integrate the system (4.2) only
for n&0.

For the integration we have used a fourth-order Runge-
Kutta method [24]. With the Runge-Kutta method the
next time step follows through some intermediate steps
explicitly from the previous one. This procedure has the
advantage that the previous coeKcients can be overwrit-
ten. Therefore, besides 6 x 12 coefIicients needed for the
intermediate steps, we only need to store 6 x M complex
numbers. Even for M = 100 a PC can easily handle these
numbers, although, use of a PC to calculate quasiproba-
bility functions is only practical for small values of y/g.
The value of the time step h has to be chosen in such
a way that a further decrease does not change the final
result. If 6 is too large, numerical instabilities usually
occur.

to an atom or to a nonlinear medium has different ef-

fects on the Q function. Initially, the atom splits the Q
function into two counter-rotating peaks that are indi-
vidually squeezed and collide at times corresponding to
revivals in the atomic inversion. Quadrature squeezing
occurs initially and for those times when the two peaks
collide. The Kerr medium alone results in a rotational
sheer of the Q function [6], causing spreading along the
circle InI ao. Also, superpositions of coherent states
appear at rational normalized times [7]. Other interest-

ing non-Gaussian structures can also appear if the atomic
coupling is included as well [18].

Collapse and revivals in the Jaynes-Cummings model
have been known for some time. With the addition of a
Kerr medium the revival time decreases along with the
peak-to-peak amplitude of the oscillations. In the usual
model the revivals tend to be irregular and indistinguish-

able after several sequences, but with a Kerr medium
included many more distinct revival-collapse sequences
occur. In a real experiment where cavity damping and
thermal noise are important it can be seen in Figs. 1 and
2 that for a given damping constant the system with a
Kerr medium has many more observable collapse-revival
sequences.

Quadrature squeezing has been observed in many sys-
tems but not in single-atom single-mode cavity experi-
ments. One reason for this is that the predicted squeez-

ing is small. For low photon numbers the best squeez-

ing occurs when the atom and cavity are detuned. In
this case the initial transient squeezing is less than that
which occurs at the first revival. The effect of damping
and thermal photons is catastrophic since without damp-
ing the noise reduction occurs after the separated peaks
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of the Q function have traversed z radians in the complex
n plane. Hence, with damping there has been sufIicient
time for the rephasing to be affected by the noise intro-
duced by the reservoir (see Fig. 3). Adding a weak Kerr
medium tends to destroy the squeezing at the first revival
but increases the initial transient squeezing (see Fig. 4).
This destruction of squeezing after longer times is due
to the Kerr medium introducing phase noise. The initial
transient squeezing is not affected to the same degree by
the external reservoir for a given damping constant sim-

ply due to the time scales involved. Hence, one would

expect to observe more squeezing in an experiment using
a cavity filled with a Kerr medium.

Superpositions of coherent states are formed for ratio-
nal normalized times by the Kerr medium alone acting
on an initial coherent state. The effect of damping has
been calculated by Milburn and Holmes [15], where it
was shown that the destructive eA'ect on coherence was

stronger for a given initial amplitude than contraction
of the dynamics in phase space. When the atomic cou-

pling is included, the Q function contains non-Gaussian
structures at rational normalized times [18]. The atomic
coupling causes the Gaussians to split into two peaks that
counter-rotate in the complex o, plane as the coupling is

increased. The eKect of damping on these structures ap-
pears to be the same as for superpositions of coherent
states as seen in Fig. 5. There is a contraction of the
radius of the circle upon which the centers of the peaks
lie, and there is a spreading of the probability resulting
in the maximum of the peaks in the Q function becoming
diminished, although this has not been indicated in the
figure.

version and the perseverance of squeezing levels predicted
for the detuned JC model even with damping and ther-
mal noise.
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APPENDIX: Q FUNCTION WITHOUT
DAMPING

Starting with an initially coherent state Ino) (InoI =
~Ip ) in the upper state of the atom, the solution of the
Schrodinger equation with the Hamiltonian (2.6) takes
the form [1, 18, 20]

OO

I@(t)) =exp( —Io/2)). ', [A (t)ln)I t)
n=o

+B-(t) I +1) I &)] (A1)

where the functions A„(t) and B„(t)are

A„(t) = exp (—iyn t) cos (A„t)

(A2)

VI. SUMMARY

The quasiprobability distributions for the cavity-

damped haynes-Cummings model with an additional
Kerr medium have been obtained. Following the work

of Eiselt and Risken we introduced six combinations of
the matrix elements of the density operator. Using the 8-

parametrized quasiprobability distribution functions we

obtained six coupled partial differential equations. By ex-

panding the quasiprobability functions in two complete
sets (Laguerre polynomials and Fourier series), we ob-

tained six coupled ordinary differential equations tridiag-
onally coupled in only one index for the expansion coeK-
cients that were solved using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta
integration procedure. As shown earlier the time evolu-

tion of the expansion coefBcients are closely related to the
moments of the field operators. This makes calculation
of intensity, atomic inversion, and second-order moments
of the field straightforward. A set of quasiprobability
functions can be calculated and in particular the Q func-

tion has been used here to show the effect of damping on
structures in phase space.

It has been shown that the addition of a Kerr medium
into the cavity-damped haynes-Cummings model results
in more distinct revivals and collapses of the atomic in-

B„(t)= —i exp (—iyn t) sin (A„t),
.Qn+1 g

with A„given by

An = g(dE/2 —yn) + (n + 1)g

The Q function of the light field is defined by

(A3)

Q(n, t) = Wi(n, —1;t) = Tr~[(nIp(t)In)]/vr, (A4)

Q(~, t) = (I&~I'+ IVir I')/& (A5)

with V~ and V~ given by

V~ ——exp
- (~ ')"

A2)-n!
Ip A ~ Ip ct' 0!

2 2 n! i/n+ 1

where the density operator is expressed by the wave func-
tion according to p(t) =

I g(t)) (@(t)I. Insertion of (Al)
leads to
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